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“IT’S LIKE EVERYONE TELLS A STORY ABOUT THEMSELVES INSIDE THEIR
OWN HEAD. ALWAYS. ALL THE TIME. THAT STORY MAKES YOU WHAT YOU
ARE. WE BUILD OURSELVES OUT OF THAT STORY.”
- Patrick Rothfuss, The Name of the Wind

“STORYTELLING IS ULTIMATELY A CREATIVE ACT OF PATTERN RECOGNITION. THROUGH CHARACTERS, PLOT AND SETTING, A WRITER CREATES
PLACES WHERE PREVIOUSLY INVISIBLE TRUTHS BECOME VISIBLE. OR
THE STORYTELLER POSITS A SERIES OF DOTS THAT THE READER CAN
CONNECT.”
- Douglas Coupland

“ARTISTS USE LIES TO TELL THE TRUTH. YES, I CREATED A LIE. BUT BECAUSE YOU BELIEVED IT, YOU FOUND SOMETHING TRUE ABOUT YOURSELF.”
- Alan Moore, V for Vendetta

“THOSE WHO DO NOT HAVE POWER OVER THE STORY THAT DOMINATES
THEIR LIVES, THE POWER TO RETELL IT, RETHINK IT, DECONSTRUCT IT,
JOKE ABOUT IT, AND CHANGE IT AS TIMES CHANGE, TRULY ARE POWERLESS, BECAUSE THEY CANNOT THINK NEW THOUGHTS.”
- Salman Rushdie
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EDITOR’S NOTE
SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA

Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become curators of stories of courageous
creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression
that involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability in a collective forum. For more about Shirin and
Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web site:
www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html and connect with us on Facebook/flying chickadee.

“CONSCIOUS STORYTELLING OFFERS AN INCREDIBLE OPPORTUNITY
– WE SUDDENLY REALIZE THAT WE CREATE OUR OWN STORIES, AND
OUR STORIES CREATE US! SO TO CHANGE OURSELVES, WE CAN SIMPLY CHANGE OUR STORIES!”
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EDITOR’S NOTE
Dear Reader,
We’re always telling stories, whether in our own heads, or to others. We’re telling stories when we socialize, parent,
make and sell products, when we teach, when we write history, when we conduct journalism...that is, like I said, all
the time.
Conscious storytelling offers an incredible opportunity – we suddenly realize that we create our own stories, and our
stories create us! So to change ourselves, we can simply change our stories!
But how to know what stories we’re telling ourselves? This is where the art of storytelling comes in, for which the
Verbalists project by Wesley Andrews has built a unique platform. First we can engage with ourselves to reveal
our latent stories. Next, we can offer them – to an audience, the “revolutionary act” of allowing others to walk in
our shoes, as Andrews puts it in his interview with us. Further, we start to notice how sharing our stories is an act
of shedding – I like to call this “writing away your stories” – so that a new possibility underneath can be revealed.
Finally, we’re able to arrive at the shortest story with the highest potential, the birth of a brand new self. An on the
cycle can go! (Secret: Until there is a blank canvas of all possibility.)
Read on to see how various artists of The Verbalists project have experienced some or all of the profound, transformative benefits of the art of storytelling. In our feature Small Talk, Casey Martin finally takes the plunge to strip his
barista mask and share tales from his surreal adventures from 3 years across 24 US states. In Dig Deep, discover
how performance art became what allowed Brian O’Mahoney to actually live a life of emotions instead of succumbing to numbness. Kimberly Gonzales and our young mind Jadie R. are both liberated by the courageous act of sharing stories that could have resulted in loss. And poet Lola Peters and graphic artist Kevin J. O’Conner offer unique
lenses on the art of storytelling, with their chosen expressions – a poem and a poster respectively.
Go on, tell your stories! And remember, the story you tell creates you!
Shahana.

“PERHAPS A MOST UNDERSTATED EFFECT OF STORY IS THE TELLER’S POTENTIAL TO GAIN THE MOST OF ALL. IF FREEING MY STORY BROUGHT BACK MY WRITING FLOW, IT WAS ONLY BECAUSE IT
BROUGHT BACK MY HUMANITY.”

FREEING MY STORY, FREEING MYSELF
KIMBERLY GONZALES

Kim was nomadic for a number of years until she finally decided to call Seattle home. She reentered the writing world by participating in a Verbalists Workshop. Kim used to feed sharks, and
likes to combine her B.A. in Marine Science with storytelling. She blogs (mostly) about marine
sustainability at jumpingjellies.com
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FREEING MY STORY, FREEING MYSELF
It sat on my lap. Green and empty, my notebook grew heavier with the anticipation of adventures to come and
expected life lessons. My pen tap-tap-tapped to the sound of plane engines for hours until the whirring slowed to the
drone of descent. As we approached Bogota, I looked at my partner and smiled. I finally wrote my first two words:
“January: Columbia”.
Lush plantations were beautiful lies for tourists. They gave no hint of the devastated indigenous population, or the
rich men who owned them by the acre. Those trees were a world away from steaming black cups and espresso
shots, but their image made whirlwind bus rides and near-riots less obscene against the quiet countryside.
It’s too crazy to write, I’ll jot down my memories when things calm down.
“February: Galapagos”. I knew the tortoises were big, but I wasn’t prepared for the sound they made when they
retreated into their shells. (“Landing UFO/spaceship door opening”) We managed to nab a camping permit on a gorgeous, white sand beach and shared the harbor with fearless sea lions. Even when our campsite turned out to be a
contraband drop-off point, I didn’t have much to report on it. “Men and dogs came at midnight. I was pretty sure we
were going to die. Ching slept through it all.”
It’s too quiet here during the day. I can’t hear myself through the silence.
Over and over again, there were reasons NOT to write. My stifled impulses weren’t enough to add anything of value
to that notebook. It was June when I arrived in Buenos Aires with only a smattering of journal entries to show for my
time.
We took to walking around and exploring the city every morning. Parque Lezama was a favorite. It was here, on a
particularly crisp morning, that a starry-eyed young woman approached us and asked where we were from. Her first
question upon hearing my partner’s origin was, “What kind of poetry do they write in Hong Kong?”

“OVER AND OVER AGAIN, THERE WERE REASONS NOT TO WRITE. MY STIFLED IMPULSES WEREN’T ENOUGH TO ADD ANYTHING OF VALUE TO THAT
NOTEBOOK.”

KIMBERLY GONZALES
Sofia was a born writer. She had left her university program because it had been too restrictive. Instead, she took
to her literary discussions, poop-caked sidewalks or (preferably) cute, sunny patches of grass. She loved reading
journals of institutionalized authors, certain that they were not crazy, just too brilliant for their time. We celebrated
Borges and discussed my shared passion for Cortázar’s axolotls.
She never insisted on seeing my writing. It didn’t matter that I felt I had not yet accomplished anything to merit
the title of writer; she simply took Ching’s word for it. As if she could sense my block, Sofia always steered our
conversation toward the birth and flow of writing. She honed in on the clash between soul and society, that disconnect or need that makes us take to the page.
She knew I had to dig deeper, but she never demanded it. The simple act of reading and speaking literature
brought me back to a grounded space. Doing it all in Spanish fostered a primal mindset; I remembered what I
was like in my youth. That child had been lost in the process of growing up. Years spent denying my sexuality
had ultimately denied a larger part of me. On some level I had realised this -- it was the reason I came out to my
loved ones. It was why I had hoped a trip to South America would spark something in me.
As I grew more comfortable with Sofia, I confessed my writer’s block. I was worried I would never be able to
create again. If freezing showers in the Andes did nothing to wake me and miles of Bolivian flamingos brought no
color to my pages, how would I ever find words inside of me?
Sofia was a picture of oneness with the universe. “Don’t worry. Everything will fall on the page when you get
back home.”
It was then I knew the answer wasn’t running away, or taking classes, or reading certain books.
I had lost my storytelling instinct when I lost myself.
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“AS IF SHE COULD SENSE MY BLOCK, SOFIA ALWAYS STEERED OUR
CONVERSATION TOWARD THE BIRTH AND FLOW OF WRITING. SHE
HONED IN ON THE CLASH BETWEEN SOUL AND SOCIETY, THAT DISCONNECT OR NEED THAT MAKES US TAKE TO THE PAGE.”

FREEING MY STORY, FREEING MYSELF
Ultimately, I knew what I needed. My partner and I moved to Seattle with intention, and it was there that I began
to find my voice. I made friends who understood the impulse to write. I told the story that needed to be told. I was
blessed with an outpouring of support and thanks for my story. I had feared losing friends when they found out who I
truly was; the irony was that those same friends were the ones who felt my story most deeply.
There is no denying the value of sharing experience through story. It is in this way that we learn from one another.
Perhaps a most understated effect of story is the teller’s potential to gain the most of all. If freeing my story brought
back my writing flow, it was only because it brought back my humanity.

“IT WAS THEN I KNEW THE ANSWER WASN’T RUNNING AWAY, OR TAKING
CLASSES, OR READING CERTAIN BOOKS. I HAD LOST MY STORYTELLING
INSTINCT WHEN I LOST MYSELF.”

“...AS IT PASSES
BETWEEN MY ACHING LIPS
FOR YOUR HEARING
AND LIBERATES MY SPIRIT.”

THE VERBALIST’S GIFT
LOLA E. PETERS

Lola uses essays, poems, and short stories to reflect her commitment to justice. She participated in the October 2013 Verbalists workshop and reading. Lola’s collection of poems,
Taboos, about politics, religion and other “unmentionables,” is available on
www.amazon.com
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THE VERBALIST’S GIFT
Floating memory shards
crash against mosaic walls
of unresolved pain
popping blisters from
recollected splinters
of time and space
Regurgitated agony born of
non-existent remembered ecstasy
gone wrong
fire seeping from every pore
eyes scalded by furious waterfalls
heated by the rage of abandonment
Word
by word
after word
slowly
with time
stitched between steadying gulps of air
fragments become filaments
become fibers
become threads
become woven cloth
become the whole truth
and nothing but the truth
And the firmament takes shape
becomes the story
bringing order and stability
as it passes
between my aching lips
for your hearing
and liberates my spirit.

“I FIGURED THERE WAS NO POINT IN TRYING TO DREDGE UP
SOMETHING FROM DEEP BELOW THE SURFACE; SOMETHING THAT
WOULD MAKE BOTH OF US STOP AND LEAN IN. WOULD THEY REALLY WANT TO LISTEN TO SOMETHING THEY WERE NOT AT ALL
EXPECTING TO HEAR FROM THE BARISTA GUY?”

SMALL TALK
CASEY MARTIN

Casey’s writing has been seen on The Seattle Star. He lives and works in Kirkland, and prefers to
be taken seriously.
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SMALL TALK
The coffee shop hummed along after the commuter hour onslaught like any other coffeehouse with the constant
clinking and clanking of a thousand tiny spoons on ceramic. Soiled and twisted napkins littered the edge of the
plates carrying trace amounts of cream and coffee and cake - their short lives well lived.
Working the counter for a year was an easy enough gig. Fill the plates, clean the plates, repeat. And my first paycheck in over a year. I was back in freshly laundered clothes, back talking to regular folks in cars that ran every
day of the week, folks with no concern of where they would be sleeping next. This was new to me, the security
and serenity of the Eastside. I knew, and had a feeling the customers knew as well, that I was an outsider. Not
from these parts and just passing through, despite my longing to be taken in.
I made their coffee and served their cake as we chatted and commented either on the rain or lack of rain. We
carried on back and forth in this most traditional of manners, the most practiced of all small talk. For the twelfth
straight month in a row, I knew my place exactly and remained there as passively as they did, checking their
iPhones while in line. They knew I cared as little about their weekend as they did mine - even though it was our
duty to inquire and feign interest. And that is precisely how I carried on with the customers: fleeting conversations
as routine as our actual lives.
Sometimes I would grow anxious of the small talk and try to surprise one of them with something revealing and
raw. If they asked how my weekend went, I would tell them I had spent the 48 hours hitch-hiking to the coast and
back while chain smoking hand rolled cigarettes and drinking cheap corn whiskey from a jug. They would chuckle
nervously and return to their womb – updating their status on Facebook. I figured there was no point in trying
to dredge up something from deep below the surface; something that would make both of us stop and lean in.
Would they really want to listen to something they were not at all expecting to hear from the barista guy? A polite
grin, in a long line of many, and back to filling the plates.

“I MADE THEIR COFFEE AND SERVED THEIR CAKE AS WE CHATTED
AND COMMENTED EITHER ON THE RAIN OR LACK OF RAIN. WE CARRIED ON BACK AND FORTH IN THIS MOST TRADITIONAL OF MANNERS,
THE MOST PRACTICED OF ALL SMALL TALK.”

CASEY MARTIN
Before getting the coffee job, I had been out on the road after leaving school with a friend, living in his cramped
four-door as we drove in any direction on impulse. I had left Seattle three years before that by train, arriving
in New York and expecting to take a month or two before driving back with him. Maybe see some sights and
hopefully crash on some friends’ couches. The usual stuff you do if you have no commitments, responsibilities,
or ambition. But just days after leaving New York, our “plans” changed drastically and a string of miscalculations
led to a year of farming, odd jobs, drug smuggling, bootlegging, grifting, and any other opportunity we could
chase through 24 states.
We were free to do anything we had ever wanted to do; both the masters of our freedom and at its mercy at the
same time. And while we arrived in Seattle with not much to show for our travels, sans a plant and boxes full of
paperbacks, we did have our notebooks. A couple notebooks each from the road. Torn and scribbled and some
still swollen from being carried in the front jeans pocket during a rainstorm in Gilchrist, Texas.
We managed to hold on to most of them. Filled with stories and thoughts and jokes that we couldn’t sacrifice
losing. Like the time we lived on a cattle ranch in Arizona with a family who had lost a hunting dog up in the
mountains and we spent thirty plus hours without sleep searching for a loyal hound who we eventually found,
frozen to death. Or the sheriff deputy who picked us up for sleeping on the side of the road, found we were
harmless, and let us loiter in the tiny, local jail to smoke and talk with the half dozen inmates - each of whom
were being sent away to a state prison for the rest of their god-forsaken lives. The yearning to swap a story had
been welcomed on both sides of the bars.
These were the cheery little anecdotes I mulled over while making coffee at work; and with each skin-deep conversation that floated through the air, such vibrant memories dimmed and became sullen little secrets of mine
that nobody had time to hear. If I had wanted to share these - what context would I have? Swapping tales with
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“...AND WITH EACH SKIN-DEEP CONVERSATION THAT FLOATED
THROUGH THE AIR, SUCH VIBRANT MEMORIES DIMMED AND BECAME SULLEN LITTLE SECRETS OF MINE THAT NOBODY HAD TIME
TO HEAR. IF I HAD WANTED TO SHARE THESE - WHAT CONTEXT
WOULD I HAVE?”

SMALL TALK
strangers here was not like it was back in Virginia or the dilapidated church we had squatted in, in Mississippi.
Or my best friend’s grandparents’ kitchen table many hours after dinner with only the stove light on. Enough time
had passed that I could feel comfortable enough to tell the stories but I really had no idea how to start. Surely
these people around me had their own stories. A life before this one that was both grand and miserable and worth
reflecting on; worth digging up to see if the stories there were still old friends like they were before.
It was during that twelfth month at the coffee shop that a regular, Terry, struck up a conversation with me over
lunch. He usually came in after work with his tie loosened and always a good book in hand. After talking for a while
about writing and orating - as I was reading up on radio production at the time and he was a former actor - he recommended to me a storytellers’ workshop called The Verbalists. Hesitant and unsure, I told him I would think about
it, all the while my head buzzing with overdue release and expression. His eyes flashed and he shoved a business
card in my hand, demanding I take charge and put out a story somehow.
The very next day, I called Terry for more information on the Verbalists and how I could put some work together. I
called him during a break at work while my regulars hammered on with their stock Monday musings in the background. I knew not another day could pass by without me pouring something out. Feeling the warm richness of
recanting a story and remembering from where and whom I had heard it. Even while I made coffee, I could be out
on the road again with the vibrancy of an undetermined future.
I was told that the reading would be held at none other than a coffee shop, of course. The very environment I was
suffocated by for a year would be my springboard into storytelling. I was nervous and unsure if the story would
come across as I had imagined it would. The cafe was cramped and hot with Macbooks illuminating corner booths
and all eyes on me. Before I even opened my mouth I panicked thinking that maybe people around here wouldn’t
want to hear the real stories. The time for small talk had passed, however, and I was back out on the road with no
reservations, and nothing but a good story in mind.

“I KNEW NOT ANOTHER DAY COULD PASS BY WITHOUT ME POURING
SOMETHING OUT. FEELING THE WARM RICHNESS OF RECANTING A
STORY ... EVEN WHILE I MADE COFFEE, I COULD BE OUT ON THE ROAD
AGAIN WITH THE VIBRANCY OF AN UNDETERMINED FUTURE.”

“EMOTIONS BECAME A BURDEN. THEY WERE WET, HEAVY, AND
INCONVENIENT. I AVOIDED SITUATIONS THAT MADE ME FEEL ANYTHING STRONGER THAN MILD APPRECIATION OR WEAK CONTEMPT
... NUMBNESS WAS BETTER THAN NEUROSIS.”

DIG DEEP

BRIAN O’ MAHONEY
Brian is a New Jersey based performance artist and theatre maker. His work is focused
on exploring the social perception of anxiety disorders, and coping mechanisms. Brian
has worked with Verbalists at Middlesex County College, where he performed his piece
“The Field”. His work was recently featured at Robert Wilson’s Watermill Center, in Long
Island, NY. Brian is currently a student at the New Jersey Institute of Technology, majoring in
Theatre(BA). Get more info and see documentation of his work at brianomahoney.com
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DIG DEEP
In the eighth grade I developed an anxiety disorder, and became depressed. Emotions became a burden. They
were wet, heavy, and inconvenient. I avoided situations that made me feel anything stronger than mild appreciation or weak contempt. My anxiety caused me to freak out for no reason. Late for work? Someone tapping their
leg in class? Too much noise at once? Point me toward the nearest window because I can’t cope and I can’t
predict what I am going to do next: I’d rather die. In response to the anxiety, I taught myself not to feel anything.
Numbness was better than neurosis.
In college, a theatre professor noted how I shut myself off from having emotions. During acting class, I’d often be
on the verge of really investing myself in a scene, only to recoil from being emotionally available. She kept trying
to push me as an actor, to dig deep inside myself to be raw and emotional in a scene, and though I could get
fairly close, I was never able to dig deep enough.
The next semester I had her again for a contemporary theatre history class. Even though there was no acting in
the class, she was still determined to open me up. When we began discussing theatre in the sixties, a time where
artists were pushing forms and challenging audiences, she saw her opportunity. She tasked the class with creating a piece of performance art. For the uninitiated, performance art is essentially theatre’s off-beat cousin. It is a
medium where anything goes, and you can attribute any meaning to the piece. Drinking five gallons of milk can
talk about your mommy issues, or discuss the living conditions of dairy cows.
My professor pulled me aside and told me to really dig deeper with this. She told me that, where as in acting I
had trouble connecting, this was a chance to make the work personal. I was tasked to dig deep, make the work
specific to me, and to let myself get emotionally invested in it. I was less than thrilled at being directly asked to
be emotional, I had spent years perfecting the exact opposite. Reluctantly, not wanting to disappoint, I grabbed a
shovel, and began digging.

“... A THEATRE PROFESSOR NOTED HOW I SHUT MYSELF OFF FROM
HAVING EMOTIONS. DURING ACTING CLASS, I’D OFTEN BE ON THE
VERGE OF REALLY INVESTING MYSELF IN A SCENE, ONLY TO RECOIL
FROM BEING EMOTIONALLY AVAILABLE. SHE KEPT TRYING TO PUSH
ME AS AN ACTOR, TO DIG DEEP INSIDE MYSELF TO BE RAW...”

BRIAN O’ MAHONEY
I sat myself down in front of a computer and began typing. Letting the words flow through my fingers without
thinking about it first. I allowed my subconscious to have free reign. I began writing about events in my life that
I should have had strong reactions to, but wouldn’t allow myself to feel anything. My parents’ divorce, the death
of my grandfather, a shitty friendship I should have been a lot angrier about. Sitting back and reading this, I was
dumbfounded at how little I was actually living. Here I thought I was protecting myself, but I was actually causing
myself harm by turning off my emotions. I realized that I was actively punishing myself for being depressed, or
for having anxiety. I had done nothing to warrant the punishment, I had a mental disorder, something outside my
control, but I still treated myself harshly for this. With this revelation, came the idea for a performance.
In the performance, I wanted to explore how people punish themselves for things outside of their control. I wanted the performance to be unrepeatable, something essential to performance art. The action itself could happen
at any time, but the event only happens once. Combining the idea of a unique, unrepeatable event, and me
punishing myself for things outside my control, I crafted a performance centered around a Russian Knife Game.
In the “game”, the player places his hand on a flat surface, fingers spread, takes a knife, and stabs rhythmically
at the spaces between the fingers. The aim of the game is simple: don’t cut yourself.
The day of performance fast approaching, I chose sound to accompany the piece: “Never Play With Scratches”
by Ruckus Roboticus. He is talking about dj’ing, but the song felt appropriate none the less. It was more of a
comfort to me than an actual performance tool.
When it was time to perform, I sat at the professor’s desk, pressed play on my iPod, and began stabbing away.
Eventually, the first cut came, my ring finger. Straying from the typical rules of the game, I stopped stabbing my
fingers, took a razor blade, and cut a line across the back of my hand, then resumed the game from where it left
off. By the end of the song, which signaled the end of the performance, I had about twenty seven cuts on my
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“I BEGAN WRITING ABOUT EVENTS IN MY LIFE THAT I SHOULD
HAVE HAD STRONG REACTIONS TO, BUT WOULDN’T ALLOW MYSELF
TO FEEL ANYTHING. MY PARENTS’ DIVORCE, THE DEATH OF MY
GRANDFATHER...SITTING BACK AND READING THIS, I WAS DUMBFOUNDED AT HOW LITTLE I WAS ACTUALLY LIVING.”

DIG DEEP
hand. Roughly twenty seven cuts in roughly four minutes. I sat silently in front of the class as my friend cleaned
and wrapped my hand. I then stood up, and sat down back in my chair.
After a minute of silence, people started softly clapping, and my professor decided to have a talk back. It was
necessary after experiencing something so visceral. A lot of my classmates didn’t understand why I would harm
myself for art, if they even dared to call it that. As my frustration at their lack of understanding was growing, one
girl at the back of the class spoke up, and said how she felt the piece was about people hurting themselves for
circumstances they can’t control. I was at a loss. She had gotten it. I had presented my emotions and feelings,
and someone responded and even understood them. I had dug deep, and she saw the gold. I was changed. I was
able to use my art to achieve catharsis about personal issues, and people responded to and validated my experience.
In future performances, I applied the same idea of using my anxiety to create art. I created a video work where I
stared into my webcam for an hour as a way to discuss my social anxiety. My piece “Honoring Dionysus”, crafted
for an early theatre history class, acts not only as an homage to early Greek theatre, but as a way for me to
explore my fear of using alcohol or food to self-soothe.
In the piece, I drank two cups of white wine mixed with honey and fennel seeds, then ate two bunches of grapes,
nearly throwing up due to the excess food. People in the class were witnesses to the pain and were able to connect and relate to it, validating my emotions.
Using performance art to tell my story, I have found a way to release my anxiety, so I can allow
myself to feel emotions in my daily life. Emotions that are still wet, heavy, and inconvenient, but are also strong
and powerful, not mild or weak. I am now able to get angry, to cry about the loss of my grandfather, to invest
myself emotionally in my own life. And all I had needed to change was my professor telling me to dig deep, and
my willingness to grab a shovel.

“I WAS AT A LOSS. SHE HAD GOTTEN IT. I HAD PRESENTED MY EMOTIONS AND FEELINGS, AND SOMEONE RESPONDED AND EVEN UNDERSTOOD THEM. I HAD DUG DEEP, AND SHE SAW THE GOLD. I WAS
CHANGED. I WAS ABLE TO USE MY ART TO ACHIEVE CATHARSIS...”

“WHEN I WAS IN MEXICO, I THOUGHT THAT WHEN YOU CROSS TO
AMERICA, YOU SEE MANY BUILDINGS, HOUSES, CARS; EVERYTHING IS
GREEN AND PRETTY LIKE IN PETER PAN’S WORLD. BUT, I WAS WRONG.
ALL I SAW WAS SAND, SOME MORE POISON BUSHES, AND DEAD PEOPLE. THEIR BONES IN THE GROUND, THEIR SKIN BURNT AND UGLY, SKIN
EATEN BY ANIMALS, AND THE SMELL SO HORRIBLE.”

DREAMS WITH HARD TEARS
JADIE R.

Jadie wants to continue her education and get a career as a midwife. In her free time, she loves
to play soccer with her friends and have a fun time. She is a nice girl that loves to do many
things and learn from many cultures too. She loves to dance because she feels free while dancing to the music she likes.
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DREAMS WITH HARD TEARS
Tears running down my cheeks, fear on my face, a mission to accomplish, but no one knew what I meant. Looking at
my dad and mom’s fear, the fear that they wouldn’t see us again. “Decision equivocada,” my dad had said, looking at
the ground avoiding our innocent faces; if he saw us cry, he wouldn’t be able to leave without a broken heart. A tear
came down my dad’s face, he tried to hide it from me and wipe it away quickly but it was too late. I had already seen
it, the tear of dreams and of a new future. I still did not get why they were going to leave us for a stupid dream. That
was the day my lesson and adventure began.
One year later after the big goodbye, my mom called us saying that we were going to move to the United States. I
was so shocked that I didn’t know what to say. I looked at my sister and my grandma, I was scared. I didn’t want to
leave México, the place where I was born and people saw me trip over the same rock.
My trip was not easy. My sisters and I had to pass through scary things such as poisonous bushes, bones, snakes,
and many other poisonous animals. But I don’t remember much of it because the coyotes were always giving us pills
to sleep. What I can remember is the intensity of the sun hitting my face and the darkness of the night. Snakes were
around. I was scared; I knew that it was going to be hard seeing how many people had lost their lives for a dream.
It was hard seeing how nervous people were because they thought the police was going to get us, some were even
crying.
I decided to just put my head between my legs and think, “Are we going to make it or are we going to be other dead
people in the hot desert?” I can still feel the sun on my face and nervous sweat all over me. I had been a brave girl
in México where I could do whatever I wanted, but this trip made me feel like I was just a piece of “basura”, that they
could just throw away if they didn’t need me.
Suddenly, out of nowhere, everyone was shouting, “Si lo hicimos!!” The United States! I looked around and the only
thing I saw was sand and the desert, I did not see any difference. Why were they saying that we were in America?
When I was in Mexico, I thought that when you cross to America, you see many buildings, houses, cars; everything is

“A TEAR CAME DOWN MY DAD’S FACE, HE TRIED TO HIDE IT FROM ME
AND WIPE IT AWAY QUICKLY BUT IT WAS TOO LATE. I HAD ALREADY SEEN
IT, THE TEAR OF DREAMS AND OF A NEW FUTURE. I STILL DID NOT GET
WHY THEY WERE GOING TO LEAVE US FOR A STUPID DREAM.”

JADIE R.
green and pretty like in Peter Pan’s world. But, I was wrong. All I saw was sand, some more poison bushes, and
dead people. Their bones in the ground, their skin burnt and ugly, skin eaten by animals, and the smell so horrible.
We went to a house where there were more immigrant people and where we were later picked up by a man. He
was old and had gray hair. He was kind of fat and funny but something made me not trust him. We called him “El
Coyote”, no one knew his real name and he always brought “fileros” to defend himself from bad people, well at
least that’s what he said and that was the other reason that made me not me trust him.
We passed by California and many other beautiful places until we got here to Seattle where my mom and dad
were waiting for us. When we saw my mom we ran to hug her and started crying. Her tears fell on my arm, they
were warm but I didn’t care. All I cared about was that I was finally with my parents. My dad didn’t cry that day
but he smiled and his bright smile told us how much he had missed us. The brightness of his smile and his eyes
came together showing us a new start.
The first time I told someone this story was to my two best friends, Cristian and Angel. The reason why I was
scared to tell my story before, was because I thought that people would judge me, that they would beat me up
for being different. I was scared not to fit in, to be called an “alien” like many immigrants.
But there was something about the two friends I had found that made me trust them and I knew that they would
always trust me too. They never judged me even if I did something wrong, and always cared about what happened in my life even when they didn’t know everything about me.
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“WE PASSED BY CALIFORNIA AND MANY OTHER BEAUTIFUL PLACES UNTIL WE GOT HERE TO SEATTLE WHERE MY MOM AND DAD
WERE WAITING FOR US. WHEN WE SAW MY MOM WE RAN TO HUG
HER AND STARTED CRYING. HER TEARS FELL ON MY ARM, THEY
WERE WARM BUT I DIDN’T CARE.”

DREAMS WITH HARD TEARS
One day at lunchtime in school, we went to get lunch at Jack in the Box and on the way back we found a park and
sat there to eat. Cristian looked at me and asked me, “How come we don’t know much about you?”
Yea how come?” said Angel.
“I’m a mysterious person,” I answered.
We all laughed.
“I feel happy when I’m with you guys. I feel like you guys are my second family and not the part family that I have,”
said Cristian.
I asked him why his family was apart.
“Because my dad was deported, now my mom has to work even harder and I barely see her. My brother is always
with his friends and I’m always in my house alone.”
I hugged him and said, “I’m scared too. I’m an immigrant and am always afraid that immigration might get me.”
Cristian and Angel looked at me and asked me if I was scared to tell them my story.
I felt like, for once I wasn’t scared, and told them all that I had gone through. They didn’t judge me; they just told me
not to give up, and that many people come here because they have to, not because they want to. They hugged me
and I was happy to know that there are people that help you get in a good mood after telling a story that once you
were scared to tell.
At the end I was glad that I was brave enough to tell my story, especially to two people that became my close brothers. They always make me feel special no matter what and that day, they showed me something that I will never
forget. That people are not always the same, even if you may be afraid that they can be rude, they can surprise you
and be the sweetest persons ever. I learnt my lesson and now I have two people that I can count on, when I have
something that is stuck in my throat and I want to shout my pain off.

“THEY DIDN’T JUDGE ME; THEY JUST TOLD ME NOT TO GIVE UP, AND THAT
MANY PEOPLE COME HERE BECAUSE THEY HAVE TO, NOT BECAUSE THEY
WANT TO. THEY HUGGED ME AND I WAS HAPPY TO KNOW THAT THERE
ARE PEOPLE THAT HELP YOU GET IN A GOOD MOOD AFTER TELLING A
STORY THAT ONCE YOU WERE SCARED TO TELL.”

THE ART OF STORYTELLING
KEVIN J. O’CONNER

Kevin has accomplished more in his lifetime than he ever did before he was born. Kevin is a
graphic designer, editor (copy and sound), photographer, writer, and all-around good egg; one
day, he will figure out how to actually make a living doing these things. Kevin recently participated in the September 2013 iteration of Verbalists Intensive. At present, he is working on a
book of vignettes about growing up in the 1970s.
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“WHEN YOU TELL A STORY WELL, YOU GIVE THE AUDIENCE THE CHANCE
TO WALK IN YOUR SHOES. LOOKING AT LIFE THROUGH ANOTHER PERSON’S
PERSPECTIVE IS NOTHING SHORT OF REVOLUTIONARY.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH

WESLEY K. ANDREWS

Wes is a writer, performer, and storytelling teacher in Seattle. He is the founder of Verbalists and
serves as instructor for the Verbalists Intensive.
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IN DIALOGUE WITH...
Shirin – Hi Wes, thanks so much for talking with Courageous Creativity! Let’s start with the story of Verbalists; how
did it all come about?
Wes – I was looking for a home for the kind of performance work I wanted to do: personal storytelling with an emphasis on writing and structure. I looked all over Seattle for a “home base” and couldn’t find it so I decided to build it!
Shirin – What do you see as the true power of storytelling?
Wes – When you tell a story well, you give the audience the chance to walk in your shoes. Looking at life through
another person’s perspective is nothing short of revolutionary.
Shirin – Can you tell us more about the process the participants go through while working toward a performance of
the Verbalists? And, how do you go about finding your participants?
Wes – The Verbalists Intensive is a three-week storytelling workshop. Each student comes to the first meeting with a
memory from their own lives. Through a combination of teaching, writing exercises, writing coaching, rehearsals, and
public speaking coaching, we transform that memory into a short story to be shared aloud. And then we add guitar!
It all comes to a climax with a public performance in front of friends and family.
Most of my students hear about the workshop from a friend.
Shirin – Do you see stories transform from when they are first written to the final product?
Wes – Oh, yes. A big part of the workshop is rewriting and revising and a lot of my role is coaching the students
through that. For example, when the storytellers are moving from their first draft to their second draft, they do an

“THE FIRST DRAFT IS JUST ABOUT GETTING A SENSE OF THE LANDSCAPE.
WHAT IS THIS STORY? WHY IS IT HERE? WHAT DO I WANT TO ACCOMPLISH? THE SECOND DRAFT IS WHERE CRAFTSMANSHIP FLOURISHES
WITH THE ANSWERS TO THOSE QUESTIONS IN HAND.”

WESLEY K. ANDREWS
“extreme rewrite” where they must re-create literally every word. No copy / paste allowed!
Why? Because the first draft is just about getting a sense of the landscape. What is this story? Why is it here?
What do I want to accomplish? The second draft is where craftsmanship flourishes with the answers to those
questions in hand. Beginning with a clean page allows the writers to focus on what really matters and not get
attached to any extraneous material. And the writers really surprise themselves! The most important part of the
story might not be what they first thought!
Shirin – What about the role of collective creativity? How do you see participants inspire and motivate each
other?
Wes – This is the part of the Intensive that surprised me. These three weeks create a kind of “pop-up community” where everyone is giving their all to the cause of personal expression. When I started these workshops, I
didn’t realize how important peer support was going to be to the experience, but now that I’ve seen its power in
action I’ve made peer support an integral part of the Intensive.projects, and independent study/apprenticeships.
Shirin – What do you see as your role in the process? As you go through rounds of Verbalists, witnessing participants as they get transformed by sharing their stories, how do you see get impacted?
Wes – This goes back to your question on the true power of storytelling. My writers tell me that this workshop
inspired them, and that’s wonderful to hear, and they do good work, which is fulfilling to see, but the reason I
keep coming back is because looking at life through someone else’s perspective is revolutionary. I grow and I
change every time.
Shirin – What about the audience? How important do you think the sharing of the story is?
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“THIS IS THE PART OF THE INTENSIVE THAT SURPRISED ME. THESE
THREE WEEKS CREATE A KIND OF “POP-UP COMMUNITY” WHERE
EVERYONE IS GIVING THEIR ALL TO THE CAUSE OF PERSONAL EXPRESSION...”

IN DIALOGUEPOP!
WITH...
ART
Wes – The Intensive culminates in a public reading of the stories (with musical accompaniment). This is absolutely
key. First, it gives the writers a hard deadline with social pressure, so they can’t chicken out. Second, when the audience laughs and applauds it validates the quality of the work. And, most importantly, this kind of performance excels
at creating a communal sense of catharsis.
That’s what stories are for: live the protagonist’s life, struggle the protagonist’s struggles, and emerge a new person
on the other side.
Shirin – What lies ahead for the Verbalists?
Wes – I’m looking for opportunities to take the Intensive to new cities and communities. And partnerships like this
one – giving Verbalists alum an opportunity to share their thoughts in an excellent publication like Courageous Creativity – are a gift that I can give to my students.

“... MOST IMPORTANTLY, THIS KIND OF PERFORMANCE EXCELS AT CREATING A COMMUNAL SENSE OF CATHARSIS...THAT’S WHAT STORIES ARE
FOR: LIVE THE PROTAGONIST’S LIFE, STRUGGLE THE PROTAGONIST’S
STRUGGLES, AND EMERGE A NEW PERSON ON THE OTHER SIDE.”

PHOTOGRAPHY
CHING CHANG

Ching is an engineer by day and boxer by night; sometimes she sneaks out to take pictures.
She enjoys catching her subjects in their most natural state. You can find her at chingchang.
org
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